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BOOLEAN EXPRESSION   

 Boolean expression are made up of Boolean variables and 

Boolean operators . A Boolean expression determines the number of 

the logic gates required to create an electrical, a digital or a logical 

circuit.  There are two standard to represent the Boolean expression in 

simplified form  

1. Sum of products expression  

2. Product of sum expression  

 

1. The SOP expression   

It is as simplified Boolean expression represented as a 

combination of sum of  the products of one or more Boolean 

variables  as: 

ABC+BC’+A’B    

 

 Here, ABC, BC’,A’B is known as minterm that 

may be value 0 or 1.    

 A Boolean expression is said to be canonical SOP if product term 

in SOP form contain All Boolean variable in consideration.  

 

 

 



Rules to convert simplified SOP into Canonical SOP expression 

1. Analyze the Boolean expression to determine the Product term of 

expression. 

2.  Ensure that each Boolean minterm is composed of all Boolean 

variable under consideration  

3. Multiply the term by sum of missing variables and their 

complement. If all the variables are not present in min term.  

4. Expand the Boolean expression and delete the repeated term.  

 As :-    A’B+B’C+A’C 

 A’B(C+C’) + B’C(A+A’) + A’C(B+B’) 

 A’BC+A’BC’+B’CA+B’CA’+A’CB+A’CB’ 

 A’BC+A’BC’+B’CA+A’CB’ 

 A’BC+A’BC’+AB’C+A’B’C   011 +010+101+001 

 3+2+5+1 

 Now the SOP is represent as of three Boolean variable as  

F(A,B,C) =   (1,2,3,5) 

011 +010+101+001  A’BC+A’BC’+AB’C+A’B’C  

1. F(A,B,C) = A’B+AB’+C 

         =A’B(C+C’)+ AB’(C+C’)+ C(A+A’)(B+B’) 

       = A’BC+A’BC’+AB’C+AB’C’+(AC+CA’)(B+B’) 

     = A’BC+A’BC’+AB’C+AB’C’+ABC+AB’C+A’BC+CA’B’ 

       =A’BC+A’BC’+AB’C+AB’C’+ABC+AB’C+A’B’C 

      = A’BC+A’BC’+AB’C+AB’C’+ABC+A’B’C 

      =(011)+(010)+101+100+111+001 



      F(A,B,C) =   (1,2,3,4,5,7) 

      F(A,B,C) A’BC+A’C+A’B   (3,5,6)  (1,2,3) 

     = A’BC+A’C(B+B’) +A’B(C+C’) 

     = A’BC+A’BC+A’B’C+A’BC+A’BC’ 

     = A’BC +A’B’C+A’BC’   = 011+001+010  (1,2,3) 

2. Product OF sum (POS)  

 It is simplified Boolean expression represented as 

multiplication of product of sum  of one or more Boolean 

variables . as  (A+B) (A+B’+C)(A+B+C’) 

HERE, Sum element of Boolean variables is known 

maxtem. , here 0 is represented as non-complemented 

form and 1 is represented as complemented form . 

A Boolean expression is known as canonical POS if all 

the Boolean variables present in each of the maxterm.  

Rules to convert expression in canonical POS. 

1. Analyze the expression to determine the sum term 

the expression 

2. If any term have missing Boolean variables then 

adding the term by product of the missing variables 

their complement. 

3. Expending the Boolean expression and deleting the 

required form of expression(DUPLICATE MAXTERM) 

It is represented as  F(A,B,C) = (m1,m2,m3..) 

Eq   (A’+B’+(CC’)) .(B’+C+AA’) 

   =(A’+B’+C).(A’+B’+C’).(B’+C+A).(B’+C+A’) 

   =(A’+B’+C).(A’+B’+C’).(A+B’+C) 



   =(110)(111)(010) 

   =(2,6,7) 
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